SUMMARY

A review has been made of the approaches currently under development for the modelling of aircraft flight dynamics at high angles-of-attack. The review is based on current research literature and on discussions held during an overseas visit carried out for the purpose of technical updating in the areas of flight dynamic modelling and parameter estimation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An overseas visit was made by the author in August 1986 for the purpose of scientific updating in the areas of modelling aircraft dynamics at high angles-of-attack and on the use of parameter estimation techniques in flight test data analysis. These topics were also covered in a workshop on modelling aircraft dynamics at high angles-of-attack organised by The Technical Cooperation Program - technical panel covering Manoeuvring Aerodynamics (TTCP HTP-5) at NASA Ames Research Center in August 1987. Attendance at this workshop as Australian National Leader provided access to valuable information.

Research into flight dynamic behaviour at high angles-of-attack has been a major activity in research laboratories in the USA and Europe during recent years. This interest is motivated partly by the problems encountered by current combat aircraft and also by the requirements for substantially increased manoeuvre capability from future aircraft. Prior to the visit the Aircraft Behaviour Studies - Fixed Wing (ABS-FW) group at ARL had considerable experience in modelling aircraft dynamic behaviour within the normal flight envelope and had begun to establish a technology base in modelling at high angles-of-attack. Nomination in 1981 to TTCP Technical Panel HTP-5 has enabled much closer interactions with the activities of the TTCP member countries in this area.

Aircraft parameter estimation for the determination of aerodynamic information from flight test measurements has been an important research activity at ARL. Through work at ARL, and via a research agreement with the University of Newcastle, the ABS-FW group has made contributions to this field by developing aircraft flight path reconstruction and data compatibility checking procedures. These procedures are currently being used to analyse flight data from the F111-C aircraft and from helicopter flight trials. The objective of the visit, in relation to parameter estimation, was to obtain information on its application to aircraft with advanced flight control systems and its application to flight at high angles-of-attack.
2 GENERAL BACKGROUND

Models of aircraft flight dynamics are required for a range of applications, for example: for the analysis of aircraft behaviour, for aircraft design and development, for the estimation of aerodynamic parameters, for flight test planning, for use in adaptive control systems, and for driving flight simulators.

The kinematics of aircraft motion are well established and adequate representation of mechanical and electrical aircraft systems can generally be achieved. As noted in Ref. 1 the principal distinguishing feature and particular difficulty of modelling flight dynamics is the prediction and measurement of the aerodynamic forces. It is in this area that significant inadequacies can arise due to the shortcomings in the methods for predicting aerodynamic forces. These limitations constrain the scope of the resulting model.

Fortunately the early formulations of flight dynamic models, which assumed small disturbance motion and linear aerodynamics, have proved satisfactory for a large range of flight conditions. However, combat aircraft are now being designed to fly at large angles-of-attack and at low speeds, including hover, and to achieve these capabilities new design features are being investigated. Modelling of these situations is proving to require more development than a simple extension of current formulations and a clear solution to the problem has not yet emerged.

Operational experience with aircraft such as the F/A-18, research experience with experimental aircraft such as the X-29, and research studies on future designs have highlighted three features which will be important in the flight behaviour of future combat aircraft. These are: (a) controlled vortical flows allowing flight at high angles-of-attack, (b) greater authority and capability of flight control systems and (c), the introduction of effective controls at very low speeds.

These features lead to aerodynamic forces which are more nonlinear, and can exhibit time-dependent behaviour. Furthermore the large rotation rates associated with flight at low speeds and large angles-of-attack lead to large variations in onset flow conditions across the vehicle.
Vortex lift can be sustained on lifting surfaces to much higher angles-of-attack than the lift developed from attached flow. However, within the normal operating range, the associated aerodynamic forces are generally more nonlinear, due in part to the fact that the vortex structures can change their geometry and their position with changes in onset flow. As with the stall of aircraft which generate lift from attached flow, these intense vortical structures can also breakdown leading to additional nonlinear and time-dependent behaviour. This nonlinear behaviour greatly complicates model formulation since the linear properties of homogeneity and additivity no longer apply. Consequently the aerodynamic forces cannot be represented simply as the sum of independent functions of the state and control variables.

Aircraft configurations designed to provide vortex lift are typically slender and often feature canard surfaces. A consequence of this type of layout is that vortices generated near the nose of the aircraft can influence lifting surfaces downstream. This interaction introduces time-dependent effects which need to be measured and modelled. Time-dependent aerodynamic forces are, in the most general sense, functions not only of the current states, but also, of the entire time history of the states. Therefore, the forces associated with any given set of state and control variables can each have a wide range of values. In most applications to-date only the simplest representation of time-dependence has been used in flight dynamic modelling; that is, terms are included in the equations which are a function of the first derivative of the current state only.

For conventional aircraft, very large angular rates and large onset flow variations occur mainly during stalling and spinning manoeuvres. Numerous attempts have been made to model aircraft spin behaviour, and this experience is relevant to the high angle-of-attack manoeuvring situation. In general, extensions of conventional models have had limited success in predicting spin behaviour. One particular difficulty is associated with the nature of the manoeuvre. Transition from level flight to the fully developed spin involves transition from one stable state to another stable state. For conventional aircraft, the motion during transition may contain unstable modes. Furthermore, during this phase the controls may become ineffective due to flow separation. For these reasons, small errors in model prediction at the beginning of the unstable phase can result in large differences at the end. Consequently very accurate modelling is required to achieve good prediction during the unstable part of the transition.
For future combat aircraft employing controlled vortex flows and control systems with increased authority, transition from one flight condition to another at high angles-of-attack can be expected to occur in a more controlled manner. Any destabilising forces will be small compared with the control forces and so better model prediction will be expected.

3 MODEL FORMULATION AND DATA DETERMINATION

The following discussion is restricted to the consideration of a rigid aircraft and will focus attention on the major fundamental problems of firstly, deriving the aerodynamic forces and then of formulating these within a dynamic model. A similar and very useful review of this problem is presented in Ref. 2.

3.1 POLYNOMIAL MODEL

The conventional formulation of the aerodynamic forces, using the first derivatives of a Taylor expansion of the force functions about an equilibrium condition, is employed extensively and is documented in standard texts on flight dynamics. The extension of this model to include nonlinear functions using polynomials has frequently been used, the terms of the polynomials having been based on the known characteristics of the forces. An advantage of the polynomial model is that it provides a concise description of the aerodynamic forces and so is suitable for use within parameter estimation flight-test methods.

Recently the polynomial formulation has been used in parameter estimation techniques to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft at high angles-of-attack from flight measurements. (Refs. 3 and 4). Part of this procedure is the determination of an adequate model using the method of stepwise regression. Starting with a postulated set of coefficients for the polynomials any coefficient which produces a statistically insignificant contribution to a least squares cost function is removed from the model. The careful application of this technique in Ref. 3 has yielded aerodynamic parameters which compare well with wind-tunnel data for angles-of-attack up to 45 degs.

The approach used in Ref. 3 has also been applied to determine aerodynamic data for the modelling activity described in Ref. 4. The technique used in these studies appears to be the most effective currently in use for determining nonlinear aerodynamic parameters.

The discussion in Ref. 3 concerning model verification illustrates a general problem that frequently occurs when modelling complex dynamic behaviour. The report suggests that a good verification
of model accuracy is to check the prediction capability of the model. In the example, the model derived from specified test manoeuvres gave a poor prediction of a free oscillation manoeuvre. Conversely, when the free oscillation data was used to determine a model, the parameters differed appreciably from those derived from the test manoeuvres. Typically, for complex situations, models can be developed to match specific manoeuvres but these models frequently provide less accurate predictions for substantially different manoeuvres.

3.2 TOBAK AND SCHIFF FORMULATION

A rigorous approach to the development of mathematical models which can represent all types of nonlinear, time-dependent motion is reported in Refs. 5 and 6. The formulation starts from a very general basis using an indicial response formulation, which has been extended to include nonlinear behaviour, and the use of functionals to account for time-dependent effects.

Application of this approach to specific problems is shown in Ref. 2 to result in formulations which are consistent with conventional models. The basic approach is very general and provides modelling insight by separating the total motion into certain 'characteristic motions'. However, the approach does not result in a universal model. For each application the model is developed from a general framework and requires the introduction of a number of simplifying assumptions to enable the available aerodynamic information to be utilized.

For flight at high angles-of-attack, the breakdown into 'characteristic motions' emphasises the importance of coning motion. Data for modelling high angle-of-attack situations needs to be obtained from test rigs which can replicate this coning motion; for example rotary balances. Alternatively, for simple configurations, empirical or computational methods could be considered.

3.3 DATA TABLE REPRESENTATION

With the development of computers having large storage capability, aerodynamic data is frequently stored in data tables. This enables the forces to be represented as arbitrary nonlinear functions of a number of independent variables.

This approach is used widely for simulation and is satisfactory providing that the data base can be generated to cover the ranges of state and control variables involved. Current wind-tunnel methods provide only part of the data required to cover the state space spanned by large manoeuvres at high angles-of-attack. Typically, static data can be obtained throughout the
required angle-of-attack and sideslip range. Small disturbance oscillatory data is generally available only for low flow angles, although some data has been measured at large flow angles. However, this data cannot be extrapolated to cover the large arbitrary rotations associated with manoeuvring at high angles-of-attack. Aerodynamic force data for large steady rotation rates can be obtained from rotary balances which replicate the steady spin and the steady coning motion described in section 3.2.

The general empirical approach outlined above has been developed in a more formal way by Hanff (Ref.7). The approach is based on a knowledge of the instantaneous values of airloads as a function of the corresponding instantaneous values of the pertinent motion variables. The formulation is based on the assumption that there is a well defined (although not necessarily single-valued) relationship between any given aerodynamic reaction and the motion variables. This corresponds in a topological sense to the existence of a unique "reaction hypersurface".

Experimental determination of the hypersurface poses a serious practical problem. Ref.7 provides a brief summary of a wind-tunnel technique which should provide more comprehensive aerodynamic data than existing wind-tunnel methods. It is pointed out that some aerodynamic modelling will still be required to provide all the information needed. As with the conventional model, time-dependent effects are included by defining relationships between the aerodynamic forces and the higher order derivatives at each time instant.

3.4 ROTARY BALANCE DATA

Rotary balances have been used in wind-tunnels since the 1930’s for the investigation of aircraft spin behaviour. These balances enable the model to be rotated at constant incidence angles to the velocity vector, and over a range of rotation rates. This motion is the same as the coning motion referred to in Section 3.2. With the development of modern instrumentation, fast data acquisition systems and computer analysis, the use of this form of testing has increased significantly. It provides aerodynamic information for determining equilibrium spin conditions and for the study of high angle-of-attack flight behaviour.

In Ref.8 a six degree-of-freedom model of spin behaviour was developed which combined rotary balance data with empirically estimated oscillatory derivatives. The resulting formulation is similar to that which results from the more rigorous approach described in Section 3.2. Unfortunately the associated simulations suffered because of deficiencies and inaccuracies in the rotary balance data. However, the formulation of the aerodynamic forces provides a useful approach to
incorporating rotary balance data into a flight dynamic model. The model is most accurate at steady spin conditions and deteriorates as the manoeuvre departs from this condition. Although comprehensive rotary balance data bases have now been obtained on a number of aircraft, information on the adequacy of this model formulation has not yet been established. Specifically the magnitude of the errors associated with departure from the steady coning motion, and the adequacy of modelling time-dependent effects as functions of the state derivatives has to be established.

Ref.2 describes a number of model formulations which have been developed to investigate particular flight dynamic phenomena. Models for rolling at low speed and for the spin are proposed. The proposed spin model would use data from a rotary balance together with the forces due to perturbations about the given rotary motion. The formulation is similar to that proposed in Ref.5. The report notes that complex apparatus would be required to measure the forces due to perturbations about steady rotary motion.

Ref.2 notes that a salient feature of all the formulations for the aerodynamic forces and moments entering into the equations of motion is that the leading terms in all the expressions for the coefficients represent some datum condition closely related to the dynamic problem.

3.5 SUMMARY OF MODEL FORMULATIONS

Experience shows that the complexity needed in a flight dynamic model depends upon the nature of the problem and upon the form of the aerodynamic data that can be measured or estimated. For flight at high angles-of-attack, where the aerodynamic forces can be nonlinear and time-dependent, various solutions have been proposed. All these solutions are constrained by limitations in the methods for the estimation of the required data. Currently there are no well-developed wind-tunnel methods for determining the forces due to large arbitrary rotations or due to perturbations about large steady rotations. Ref.9 gives information on a unique facility under development for this purpose.

One approach to the estimation of aerodynamic data for flight dynamic models is to use computational fluid dynamic solutions of the flow equations. This opens up the possibility that an aerodynamic simulation could be used to replace the flight dynamic model. These considerations are discussed in section 4.
4.0 AERODYNAMIC ESTIMATION BY COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

4.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Developments in computational fluid dynamics have increased the prospects for estimating numerically the aerodynamic forces needed for flight dynamic studies. The use of this capability was discussed in Refs. 10 and 11.

Two approaches are considered. Firstly the equations describing fluid flow can be coupled with the aircraft inertial equations of motion to produce time responses which will include correctly both nonlinear and time-dependent effects. Alternatively, the gasdynamic equations can be used to provide an aerodynamic data base for use within a flight dynamic model. The aerodynamic terms should be formulated so that they represent accurately the aerodynamic forces occurring in all motions of interest. Ideally with a modelling approach, evaluation of the aerodynamic terms would be required only once.

Complete modelling can be envisaged if the solution of the Reynolds-averaged form of the Navier Stokes equations governing the unsteady separated flow field surrounding a complete configuration could be achieved. However this is beyond the computing resources likely to be available for many years. In the meantime accurate solutions can be applied to very simple configurations, while less complete solutions can be used for more complex configurations - with an associated loss in accuracy. In either case, the aerodynamic solutions have to be computed for each time history required, and this represents considerable computing cost.

At present the modelling approach offers the possibility of employing more accurate aerodynamic solutions to provide a data base from which a range of computations can be calculated.

As discussed in Section 3.2 the utility of the aerodynamic modelling approach depends on the ability of the model to encompass the aerodynamic phenomena that occur in flight. The example described in Ref. 10 uses a model formulation derived from Ref. 5 and defines clearly the restrictions and assumptions for the flight behaviour under consideration. To provide the aerodynamic data for the model, thirty six individual computations were carried out using a Cray-1 computer. The results indicate satisfactory modelling for the range of manoeuvres considered, and demonstrate the validity of this approach.
4.2 AXIOMATIC MODEL

A further effort aimed at understanding the validity of aerodynamic modelling is reported in Ref.12. In this study a computational aerodynamic model of the loading on an aircraft configuration undergoing arbitrary time dependent motion is developed using a vortex lattice representation. The model is intended to be a realistic representation of the main aerodynamic features but is not accurate in detail. It has been termed an axiomatic model since it is assumed that the model applies in all circumstances. Therefore the aerodynamic behaviour will be consistent and compatible in all applications.

The purpose of the study is to use the model to investigate the validity of aerodynamic modelling. For example the conventional aerodynamic derivatives can be obtained from the axiomatic model and used in a standard dynamic model to compute aircraft behaviour. This behaviour can be compared with that obtained using the aerodynamic forces produced by the aerodynamic model directly in the equations of motion.

In Ref.12 the predicted full scale response behaviour based on derivatives is compared with actual full-scale behaviour based on the axiomatic model for various control surface inputs. Differences between the outputs from the two approaches have, in certain cases, been traced to assumptions in the derivative model and demonstrate the nature and accuracy of the assumptions. In other cases the cause of the differences have still to be identified.

The above examples use computational aerodynamic solutions to investigate the validity of aerodynamic modelling methods. These solutions can be used to augment experimental data for cases where experimental techniques are inadequate or not available. They therefore provide an alternative source of aerodynamic data. The accuracy of this data depends on the complexity of the aerodynamic model and this is currently limited by computing capability. However, as noted in Ref.13, it is important that the dynamic model formulation should encompass all the aerodynamic phenomena that occur in flight.

4.3 COMBINING WIND-TUNNEL AND COMPUTATIONAL SOLUTIONS

The aerodynamic data used in flight dynamic models has traditionally been derived from empirical methods which usually have a theoretical base, wind-tunnel or flight test measurements, or from combinations of these. Recent developments in computational methods now provide a further source of data. As noted in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, wind-tunnel techniques capable of providing the forces due to perturbations about steady coning motion...
are at an early stage of development. However, a prediction of these terms could be made using computational methods.

Currently a study is being undertaken at ARL in which a simple computational model of the aerodynamic forces on a straight tapered wing is being developed to provide some of the additional aerodynamic information. The model has been developed and validated against measured force data for a Basic Training Aircraft undergoing steady coning motion. Small perturbations are then applied to the model and the associated incremental forces and moments are calculated. These increments are then used in conjunction with the measured steady forces to represent the forces due to the total general motion.

Combining data in this manner has considerable merit since the experimental data can act as a reference from which to extrapolate to conditions which are difficult to measure experimentally.

5 PARAMETER ESTIMATION FROM FLIGHT TEST MEASUREMENTS

In recent years there has been development of dynamic flight measurement techniques which determine the net aerodynamic forces acting on an aircraft indirectly from measurements of non-steady motion. The techniques use flight dynamic models to relate the forces to the motion and employ statistical estimation to determine the aerodynamic parameters which satisfy the model equations.

Parameter estimation has been developed to a successful level for cases where small-disturbance linear models are valid. For cases in which the aerodynamic forces are nonlinear then, in addition to identifying the parameters, it is often necessary to determine the form of the model. In Ref. 3 this is achieved by using the physical knowledge of the aerodynamic behaviour to postulate a possible model. Statistical hypothesis testing is then used to decide which terms in the model are significant. For this process an analytical description of the aerodynamic forces is required. The forms used so far include polynomials and spline functions.

Identification of the time-dependent aerodynamic forces has rarely been attempted. In Ref. 14 these forces were modelled in the standard manner as functions of the rate of change of angle-of-attack, and special manoeuvres were flown to determine the associated derivatives. However, little work has been carried out concerning the investigation of time-dependent forces on aircraft manoeuvring at large angles-of-attack.

A number of difficulties arise with the use of parameter estimation for aircraft with advanced flight control systems irrespective of the nature of the aerodynamic forces. Firstly, the unaugmented aircraft may
be unstable in which case the application of identification techniques is less straightforward. Ref. 15 outlines a technique for dealing with this situation.

Secondly, modern control systems may command more than one control surface in response to the pilot's input. In this situation it can be difficult to identify the separate control contributions. At the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center consideration is being given to generating separate control surface commands for the identification of the F/A-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) aerodynamic parameters.

Further detailed information on the application of parameter estimation techniques and other related topics were obtained during the overseas visit. This information is available in the Aircraft Behaviour Studies - Fixed Wing group at ARL.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

A review has been made of the approaches currently under development for the modelling of aircraft flight dynamic behaviour at high angles-of-attack and with high rotation rates. Accurate models are required for the design and development of aircraft which can operate in this extended flight regime. Greater understanding of the aerodynamic forces involved in these flight regimes is required and also improved methods of formulating this information into flight dynamic models. Four approaches to the modelling problem have been discussed. The approaches are dependent on the methods used in the generation of the aerodynamic data. For manoeuvres at high angles-of-attack the importance of obtaining data for steady coning motion is emphasised. The prospect of using computational methods to generate aerodynamic information for use in flight dynamic modelling is discussed and an example under development at ARL is briefly described. The application of parameter estimation to determine aerodynamic data for aircraft at high angles-of-attack and to aircraft with advanced flight controls is discussed.
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